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Abstract

Lambert’s model is widely used in low level computer vi-
sion algorithms such as matching, tracking or optical flow
computation for example. However, it is well known that
these algorithms often fail when they face complex lumi-
nance variations. Therefore, we revise in this paper the un-
derlying hypothesis of its temporal constancy and propose
a new optical flow constraint. To do that, we use the Blinn-
Phong reflection model to take into account that the scene
may move with respect to the lighting and/or to the observer,
and that specular highlights may occur. To validate in prac-
tice these analytical results, we consider the case where a
camera is mounted on a robot end-effector with a lighting
mounted on this camera and show experimental results of
target tracking by visual servoing. Such an approach re-
quires to analytically compute the luminance variations due
to the observer motion which can be easily derived from our
revised optical flow constraint. In addition, while the visual
servoing classical approaches rely on geometric features,
we present here a new method that directly relies on the lu-
minance of all pixels in the image which does not require
any tracking or matching process.

1. Introduction
Most of computer vision-based applications rely on low

level algorithms such as matching, features tracking, or op-
tical flow computations for example. Such approaches are
based on a relation that links the luminance of a physical
point P at time t to its luminance at a later time t + dt due
to a relative motion of the observer with respect to that scene
or to other events like illumination changes. Nevertheless,
due to the complexity of this relation, most often, the algo-
rithms aforementioned are based on the temporal luminance
constancy hypothesis:

I(x + dx, t+ dt) = I(x, t) (1)

where x = (x, y, 1) is the perspective projection of P as-
suming that x has a displacement dx = (dx, dy, 0) in the

time interval dt. A first order Taylor series expansion of (1)
around x yields the so-called optical flow constraint equa-
tion (OFCE) [7]

İ =∇I>ẋ + It = 0 (2)

with It = ∂I/∂t and∇I the spatial gradient of I .
However, it is well known that this constraint can be eas-

ily violated [14], e.g. if the orientation of a Lambertian
surface is changing with respect to the lighting. Conse-
quently, many authors have addressed this issue. The basic
assumption of the luminance constancy, can be extended
by the spatial gradient constancy assumption as proposed
in [13]. Dealing with target tracking, under the assump-
tion of a Lambertian scene, illumination variations can be
taken into account [5]. This Lambertian hypothesis may be
removed when modeling the illumination changes as a sur-
face that evolves over time [12]. This latter work can be
seen as related to [1] where the intensity variation between
dt is expressed as a mixture of causes.

A general framework has been proposed in [10] leading
to the following relation:

I(x + dx, t+ dt) =
(
1 +m(x, t)

)
I(x, t) + c(x, t). (3)

However, the coefficientsm(x, t) and c(x, t) are considered
as locally constant, and then are estimated numerically.

Nevertheless, all these works do not rely on a time-
varying physical reflection model.

A very interesting approach, close to our paper, can be
found in [6]. Indeed, a generalization of (2) is presented
leading to:

∇I>ẋ + It =
dI

dt
(4)

where dI/dt is analytically computed according to several
physical models of brightness variation. In particular, they
study the case of a non planar Lambertian surface under-
gone to a rotation motion.

In this paper, we will analytically compute the term
dI/dt involved in (4) in the more general case where the



scene is not Lambertian. Indeed, we will use the Blinn-
Phong reflection model [2] to tackle more complex illumi-
nation changes such as the occurrence of specularities. This
will consequently yield a revised optical flow constraint. To
validate this new constraint, we will consider a 3D target
tracking task by visual servoing. Briefly, it consists in using
the data provided by a camera in order to control the mo-
tion of a robotic system to achieve positioning or tracking
tasks [8]. Note that, since our goal is to maintain a rigid
link between the camera and the target to track, such task
requires to control the 6 degrees of freedom of the camera.
In addition, this paper proposes a new way to achieve tar-
get tracking by visual servoing. Indeed, instead of using
geometric features as it is usually done, we use directly the
luminance of all pixels in the image. Since our approach re-
lies directly on image intensity, it does not require any more
any 2D tracking nor matching.

In this case, since the surface is moving with respect to
the lighting, it is clear that the assumption of temporal lumi-
nance constancy is violated and that, consequently, a more
complex modeling is necessary. The term dI/dt we pro-
pose in this paper is also necessary to compute the so-called
interaction matrix which is in the heart of the matter. In-
deed, it is the relation that links the variation of the image
intensity to the camera motion.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
First, we revise the optical flow constraint in the case of the
Blinn-Phong reflection model in Section 2. We then recall
some fundamentals of visual servoing and derive the con-
trol law to achieve the tracking task in Section 3. Section 4
shows experimental results related to this task.

2. Revised optical flow constraint
To derive the term dI/dt involved in (4), we have to

consider a more realistic reflection model than the Lam-
bert’s one. We first consider the well known Phong model
[11] (see Fig. 1)

I(x) = Ks cosk α+Kd cos θ +Ka. (5)

It is composed of a diffuse, a specular and an ambient com-
ponent and assumes a point light source. The scalar k is in-
versely proportional to the roughness of the object surface;
Ks describes the specular component of the lighting; Kd

describes the part of the diffuse term which depends on the
albedo in P; Ka is the intensity of ambient lighting in P.
Note that Ks,Kd and Ka only depend on P. θ is the angle
between the normal to the surface n in P and the direction
of the light source L; α is the angle between R (which is L
mirrored about n) and the viewing direction V. Although
empirical, this model is widely used thanks to its simplicity,
and because it is appropriate for various types of materials,
whether they are rough or smooth.
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Figure 1. Phong model in the general case [11].

Considering that R,V and L are normalized, we thus
have

I(x) = Ks(R
>V)k +Kdn

>L +Ka. (6)
Since R may be hard to compute, following Blinn work [2],
this equation can be simplified (see Fig. 2) by considering
for α the angle between n and H where H is the halfway
vector between L and V. This leads to

I(x) = Ks(n
>H)k +Kdn

>L +Ka (7)

with
V = − x

‖ x ‖ and H =
L + V

‖ L + V ‖ . (8)

Denoting u1 = n>H and u2 = n>L, (7) becomes

I(x) = Ks(u1)k +Kdu2 +Ka (9)

which gives

İ = kKsu
k−1
1 u̇1 +Kdu̇2. (10)

Consequently, (4) becomes

∇I>ẋ + It = kKsu
k−1
1 u̇1 +Kdu̇2. (11)

Although, it is possible to explicitly compute u̇l (l = 1 or
2) in the general case, we will restrict ourselves to more
specific cases that will prove to be useful during the experi-
ments.

2.1. Light source on the camera
We focus in this section on the case where the light

source is mounted on the camera with the same direction as
the optical axis (see Fig. 3). We thus have L = −k (where
i, j,k are the unit vectors corresponding to the axis of the
camera frame).

To explicitly compute (10), we have to compute u̇l:

u̇l =
∂ul
∂x

ẋ+
∂ul
∂y

ẏ +
∂ul
∂t

. (12)

Considering the specular term u1, we have




∂u1

∂x
= n>

∂H

∂x
+ H>

∂n

∂x

∂u1

∂y
= n>

∂H

∂y
+ H>

∂n

∂y

∂u1

∂t
= H>

∂n

∂t

(13)
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Figure 2. Blinn-Phong model in the general case [2].
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Figure 3. Blinn-Phong model for a non-planar object in the spe-
cific case where camera and light source are located at the same
position with the same direction.

while considering u2, we have (since ∂L/∂x = ∂L/∂y = 0)




∂u2

∂x
= −k>

∂n

∂x

∂u2

∂y
= −k>

∂n

∂y

∂u2

∂t
= −k>

∂n

∂t
.

(14)

Note that we clearly see on the above equations the con-
tribution introduced by a non planar surface (i.e., when
∂n/∂x 6= 0 and ∂n/∂y 6= 0).

To compute ∂n/∂t, we introduce the matrix cRo which
describes the rotation between the camera and the object
frames such that n = cRo

on where on express n in the
object frame. Therefore,

∂n

∂t
= cṘo

on = cṘo
cR>o n = −ω × n (15)

where ω is the camera angular velocity expressed in its own
frame. Consequently, by using (13) or (14) in (12), we have

u̇1 = n>
∂H

∂x
ẋ+ n>

∂H

∂y
ẏ + (H× n)>ω

+ H>
∂n

∂x
ẋ+ H>

∂n

∂y
ẏ

︸ ︷︷ ︸
non planar component

(16)

and

u̇2 = (n× k)>ω −k>
∂n

∂x
ẋ− k>

∂n

∂y
ẏ

︸ ︷︷ ︸
non planar component

.
(17)

Finally, if we use (16) and (17) in (11), we obtain the re-
vised optical flow constraint when the light source direction
coincides with the observer direction.

2.2. Light source on the camera and the image plane
parallel to a planar target

In this section, we consider the following particular case
where the light source is still mounted on the camera (with
the same direction than the optical axis) and where the im-
age plane is parallel to a planar target, i.e. L = n = −k.
It becomes then possible to explicitly compute n>∂H/∂x,
n>∂H/∂y and (H × n>)ω involved in (16). We obtain
after tedious computations





n>
∂H

∂x
= − 1

D

x

‖x‖2

n>
∂H

∂y
= − 1

D

y

‖x‖2

(H× n)>ω =
2

D
(yωx, −xωy, 0)

(18)

with D = 2 (2 ‖x‖ (1+ ‖x‖))1/2 leading finally to




u̇1 = − 1

D

(
x

‖x‖2 ẋ+
y

‖x‖2 ẏ − 2yωx + 2xωy

)

u̇2 = 0
(19)

that we can plug in (11) to obtain the revised optical flow
constraint for a planar object parallel to the image plane
when the light source direction coincides with the observer
direction.

Before presenting some experimental results of target
tracking, we first recall some fundamentals in visual ser-
voing.

3. Visual servoing
Visual servoing techniques requires to design a set of vi-

sual features s from the visual measurements x(rk) (s =
s(x(rk)) where rk is the camera pose at time k). A control
law has to be designed also so that these features s reach
a desired value s∗ obtained for r = r∗, defining a correct
realization of the task. The control principle is thus to regu-
late the error vector s− s∗ to zero. Such an approach needs
the knowledge of the interaction matrix which describes the
relationship between the relative camera-object velocity v
and the time variation of the selected visual features ṡ

ṡ = Lsv +
∂s

∂t
(20)



with v = (v,ω) where v = (vx, vy, vz) is the camera linear
velocity and ω = (ωx, ωy, ωz) its angular velocity, while
∂s/∂t represents the time variation of s due to potential mo-
tions of the object.

This matrix is usually used to design a control law whose
aim is to cancel the vision-based task function [4]

e = L̂+
s (s− s∗). (21)

where L̂s is a model or an approximation of Ls. A classical
control law is then given by

v = −λe− ∂̂e

∂t
(22)

where λ is a positive gain. Various ways to estimate ∂̂e/∂t
exist. It is for example possible to use, assuming a constant
target velocity, a simple integrator to vanish the steady state
tracking error, leading at time k to

∂̂e

∂t

∣∣∣∣∣
k

=
∂̂e

∂t

∣∣∣∣∣
k−1

+ µek = µ
k−1∑

i=0

ej with ∂̂e

∂t

∣∣∣∣∣
0

= 0 (23)

with µ a positive gain that we have to tune.

3.1. Choice of the visual feature
In practice, the choice of the visual features s is a key

point of this approach. With a vision sensor providing 2D
measurements x(rk), numerous potential visual features s
exist, since 2D data (coordinates of feature points in the im-
age, moments, ...) as well as 3D data provided by a lo-
calization algorithm exploiting 2D data can be considered.
Anyway, a robust extraction, matching (between x(rk) and
x∗ = x(r∗)) and real-time spatio-temporal tracking (be-
tween x(rk−1) and x(rk)) have to be achieved. However,
these tasks have proved to be difficult, as testified by the
abundant literature on the subject.

In this paper we propose to radically modify the proce-
dure by removing the extraction of geometric measurements
and consequently the matching and tracking processes. To
achieve this goal, we use as visual features the simplest fea-
ture that can be considered: the image intensity. The visual
feature vector s is nothing but the image while s∗ is the de-
sired image. The error s − s∗ is then only the difference
between the current and desired image, that is I− I∗ where
I is a vector containing image intensity of all pixels. Thus,
we have:

s(r) = I(r) = (I1•, I2•, · · · , IN•) (24)

where Ik• is the k-th line of the image. I(r) is then a vector
of sizeN×M whereN×M is the image size. Consequently,
we have first to compute the interaction matrix related to the
luminance I at a pixel x in the image.

3.2. Interaction matrix related to the luminance in
the general case

In fact, it is straightforward to compute it from our re-
vised optical flow constraint. We simply have to express It
from (11)

It = −∇I>ẋ + kKsu
k−1
1 u̇1 +Kdu̇2, (25)

writing from (12)

u̇1 = M1v and u̇2 = M2v (26)

and introducing the interaction matrices Lx and Ly related
to the coordinates x and y of x [4]

Lx =
(
Lx, Ly

)
(27)

=

[
−1/Z 0 x/Z xy −(1 + x2) y

0 −1/Z y/Z 1 + y2 −xy −x

]

and we obtain the interaction matrix related to the intensity
at pixel x in the general case

LI = −∇I Lx + kKs

(
n>H

)k−1
M1 +KdM2. (28)

Note that the interaction for a Lambertian scene is simply

LI = −∇I Lx. (29)

However, as already stated, we cannot evaluate most of
the components involved in the matrices Ml (e.g., n, L, or
even V). We will therefore focus on the case when the light
source is mounted on the camera as we did in section 2.1.

3.2.1 Light source on the camera

In that case, we can easy compute the matrices Ml involved
in (26) by explicitly use (27) in (16) and (17). However, it
is easier to introduce in Ml the planar Mlp and non planar
Mlnp components such that Ml = Mlp + Mlnp where

M1p =




−n

Z

> ∂H

∂x

−n

Z

> ∂H

∂y

x

Z
n>
∂H

∂x
+
y

Z
n>
∂H

∂y

xyn>
∂H

∂x
+ (1 + y2)n>

∂H

∂y
+ (H× n)>i

−(1 + x2)n>
∂H

∂x
− xyn> ∂H

∂y
+ (H× n)>j

0




>

(30)
and

M2p =
(

0 0 0 (n× k)>i (n× k)>j 0
)
, (31)



while we have for the non planar part

M1np =




− 1

Z
H>

∂n

∂x

− 1

Z
H>

∂n

∂y

x

Z
H>

∂n

∂x
+
y

Z
H>

∂n

∂y

xyH>
∂n

∂x
+ (1 + y2)H>

∂n

∂y

−(1 + x2)H>
∂n

∂x
− xyH> ∂n

∂y

yH>
∂n

∂x
− xH>

∂n
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>

(32)

and

M2np =




1

Z
k>
∂n

∂x

1

Z
k>
∂n

∂y

− x
Z

k>
∂n

∂x
− y

Z
k>
∂n

∂y

−xyk> ∂n

∂x
− (1 + y2)k>

∂n

∂y

(1 + x2)k>
∂n

∂x
+ xyk>

∂n

∂y

−yk> ∂n

∂x
+ xk>

∂n
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>

. (33)

3.2.2 Light source on the camera and image and target
planes parallel

For experimental issue, we are interested in the case where
the light source is mounted on the camera with the same
direction than the optical axis and where the image plane is
parallel to a planar target. Here, we simply explicitly use
(27) in (19) which gives

M1p=
1

D

[
1

‖x‖2
x

Z

1

‖x‖2
y

Z

−1

‖x‖2
x2 + y2

Z
y −x 0

]

(34)
and M2p = 0.

4. Experimental results
Our goal is to perform, using the visual servoing scheme

detailed in section 3, a tracking task with respect to a mov-
ing object. Therefore, as already stated, we have to maintain
a rigid link between the target to track and the camera.

The camera is mounted on a 6 degrees of freedom gantry
robot and a light-ring is located around the camera lens (see

Figure 4). Therefore the light direction is aligned with the
camera optical axis as on Figure 3. This is the unique light
in the scene. The considered object is planar (a photo), it
is attached to a motorized rail that allows to control its mo-
tion. Although only one d.o.f of the object is controlled
(with a motion that is completely unknown from the track-
ing process), the 6 d.o.f of the robot are controlled. The
interaction matrix has been computed using equation (28)
with M1 given by (34) and M2 = 0. Object velocity is
1 cm/s. Control law is computed on a Core 2 Duo 3Gz PC
running Linux. Image are acquired at 66Hz using an IEEE
1394 camera with a resolution of 320x240. The size of
the vector s is then 76800. Despite this size, the interaction
matrix LI can be recomputed at each iteration.

Figure 4. Camera and light-ring mounted on the robot end-effector
and view of the object to track and of the camera. The object
(a photo) is attached to a motorized rail that allows to control it
motion.

As can be seen on the images of Figures 6 and 5 (first
rows), specularities can be seen in the image acquired by
the camera. The first experiment shows the behavior of
the control law when the interaction matrix was computed
only under Lambertian hypothesis (given by equation (29)).
Images on Figures 6 show that the tracking quickly failed
leading to incoherent robot motion (the second row shows
the error I − I∗; when the error is null the image must be
completely gray).

The same experiment was now considered but with a full
illumination model. As shown in Figure 5 the tracking is
perfectly achieved since the error I− I∗ is almost null de-
spite the occurrence of a specularity which shows the im-
portance of such terms in the tracking process (we have
k = 100 and Ks = 200). When the velocity is constant
the object is perfectly tracked as can be seen on Figure 7c
where ‖ I− I∗ ‖ is depicted. Error in the image remains
small except when the object stops or accelerates (see the
peaks in Figure 7c). The camera velocity (see Figure 7a)
shows a pure motion along the x (± 1cm/s) axis that corre-
sponds to the motion of the motorized rail. For each pixel
except during accelerations and decelerations, |I− I∗| < 5.
Figure 7b depicts the camera position in the robot frame ref-
erence. It shows that despite only one degree of freedom of
the object is controlled, a 6 dof motion of the robot has to
be performed.

In the second experiment, we move the object by hand



Figure 5. First experiment: Tracking considering the complete interaction matrix that integrates specularity, diffuse and ambient terms.

Figure 6. First experiment: Tracking considering the interaction
matrix under Lambertian hypothesis. As can be seen tracking
failed quickly leading to incoherent robot motion. First row shows
the image acquired by the camera while I − I∗ is shown on the
second row.

as seen on the first row of Figure 9. The related images
acquired by the camera are shown on the second row. We
then have a more complex 3D object motion. Note that all
the 6 dof of the robot are controlled (see Fig. 8b). The er-
ror ‖ I− I∗ ‖ is shown in Figure 8c while I − I∗ is shown
on the third line of Figure 9. When the object is moving
the error is more important than during the previous exper-
iment. This is due to the fact that, since the object velocity
is obviously no more constant (as testified by Figure 9a), it
is no longer possible to consider the integral term involved
in (23) leading to classical tracking errors. In contrast, when
the motion stops the camera moves to reduce these errors
(iterations 5300 and 9500).

5. Conclusion
In this paper we have extended the optical flow constraint

equation in order to consider illumination model that re-
moves the classical Lambertian hypothesis. We have also
proposed a general framework to compute the variation of
the image intensity due to camera and light motions and
have provided the complete model when the light source is
mounted on the camera. We then have applied this frame-
work to a visual servoing context. We have also shown in
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Figure 7. First experiment: Tracking considering the complete in-
teraction matrix that integrates specularity, diffuse and ambient
terms. (a) camera velocity (m/s and radian/s) (b) camera position
in the robot reference frame (meter and radian) (c) error ‖ I−I∗ ‖

this paper that it is possible to use the luminance of all the
pixels in an image as visual features in visual servoing. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that visual
servoing has been handled without any image processing
(except the image spatial gradient required for the computa-
tion of the interaction matrix) nor learning step. Experimen-
tal results of tracking planar objects have been presented
which validate our approach.
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